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Welcome to week 3 of home learning. Have fun and 

enjoy!!



Maths & Numeracy

Continue to login into Sumdog regularly and practise 

your numeracy skills.



Maths & Numeracy

Big Maths CLIC follow up

ounting

Partition these 3d 

numbers

372 = 300+70+2

456 891 943 586 702

earn Its

Practice 8 x table

ts Nothing 

New

Double these 3d 

numbers

243 362 479 528 739

alculation

Subtract 2d from 3d 456-23 789-56 876-24 901-58 634-78



Mild

Wider 

Maths



Hot

Wider 

Maths



Wider 

Maths

Spicy



Problem Solving



Coding

Follow the link to the Hour of Code 
and then click on Write your First 
Computer Program.  See if you can 
complete the challenge! 

https://hourofcode.com/uk/learn

https://hourofcode.com/uk/learn


Health & Wellbeing

Create a 10-minute exercise programme for 
you and your family to do at home. The 
programme should include short rest times. 

Bed Challenge Make your bed yourself every 
day for a week. As a ‘hot’ challenge can you 
change your bedding? (help allowed for the hot 
challenge!)



Literacy 

Spelling

Choose a list of 
words to practise.
Have a game of 
spelling tennis with 
someone at home.
Create your own 
word search and ask 
a parent to find the 
words.



In class we began reading the Ben 

Miller novel The Boy Who Made the 

World Disappear, where Stephen 

Hawking was mentioned. As a follow 

up to this I have included a reading 

comprehension activity based on the 

life of Stephen Hawking.  Please 

choose one, two or three activities to 

try.  The answers are included but try 

not to peek until you have finished!  

Literacy Reading



Literacy Writing

Try writing a character 

description by answering 

these 20 questions.  They 

could be about you or 

someone you have made up.





Literacy 

Listening & Talking



Spanish

Keep up with your 5 a day routine. 
HTTPs://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_Clwq4osEQ

Login to www.duolingo.com and practice some more Spanish.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_Clwq4osEQ
http://www.duolingo.com/



